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ABSTRACT. The analytical expressions for refractive index and the absorption 
index of the ionosphere, obtained by Murty and Khastgir (1963) have been ( onsiderod for the 
special cases, when (i) H -0, (ii) p -^ --0, (Hi) N and (iv) po‘-* The longitudinal case,
the transverse case, the gMtt^ ^^ -tran8vorse case and the case when v < < p ' have also been dis­
cussed. In the case when H =0, the expressions are reduced to those obtained by Mitra (1952) 
following Appleton and Chapman (1932). In the case when f — 0, the expressions are the 
same as those corresponding to the limiting case discxissed by Batcliffe (1933). In the qunsH 
transverse case and in the case, when it has been shown that the analytical
expressions are reduced to those given earlier by Whitehead (1962, 1956).
It has been shown that the effec!t of the earth’s magnetic field is not only to cause bi­
refringence but also to change the values of the refractive imlex and the absorption index for 
both the ordinary and the extraordinary modes. Taking collisions into account, Ratcliffo’s 
conclusion that the refratJtive index in the absence of the earth’s magnetic field is minimum, 
when =2 and that it is zero when po^ lp^  =1 for f =0 has been confirmed.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Murty and Khastgir (1963) deduced general analytical expressions for the re­
fractive index and the absorption index of the ionosphere from the Appleton- 
Hartree magneto-ionic formulae. In the present paper, some special cases have 
been considered. Some of these formulae obtained from the general analytical 
expressions under specified conditions have been found to agree with the formulae 
given by previous workers. The applications of the analytical expressions for the 
refractive index and the absorption index have also been discussed.
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E X P R E S S I O N S  F O R  R E F R A C T I V E  I N D E X  A N D  
A B S O R P T I O N  I N D E X  I N  S O ME  S P E C I A L  C A S E S
The general expressions for the rofractivf index //, and the absorption index 
X, as given by Murty and Khastgir (1963) ;
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2 1
[V ^+a® +6®  a®+6®)] ... (1)
and 2 [V>+S.^-(S>+4^-)] ... (2)
whore
a — OL—sy^ ^ ... (3)
h ^  /?-f ry^ ... (4)
r =  /) sin 0 ... (.5)
s p cos (j> ... (6)
p =  ratio of tho amplitudes of the normal and the abnormal components of the 
magnetic vector of the radio-waves*
^ =  phase-difference between the two components
cos 2^ =  a '—\ /(l-f a')^—4a'6' (7)
a — . . .  (8 )
V = ... (9)
V =  electron collisional frequency 
Vo =  critical collisional frequency — p^ sin®^  2 cos 9
p ' = p ( l _
me
4»r e^®
m
p  =  ajigular frequency of the radio-wave 
H  =  earth’s magnetic field 
N  =  electron number density
*It has been shown by Murty & Khastgir (19S9) that
_L_ - _ ^ l a n d p - » =  2 '[  -f ,21 1 ro 1^ 008 0 sin^ j roj  ^ cos  ^ smj> J
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0 angle between the positive direction of the magnetic field and the direction of 
wave propagation
e, m charge and mass of an electron 
and c =  velocity of light.
When <  <  Ij the expressions (1) and (2) are reduced to
-  1 + lH-4« ... (la)
and
4:{a^+b )^
When a is negative, (la) can be written as
4 | «| -1  
4(cf2+6*)
1 -
(2a)
(lb)
We shall now consider certain spc^ eial cases ;
Case I — When the earth’s magnetic field H is zero
In this case, we find from (3) and (4) that 
a ~  oc and h — fi, so that we can write
/* fl-0 -  2 [ V  *2+^2 +  ( 1 +  ) ] (10)
... (11)
These expressions for and x^a-o the same as those obtained by Mitra 
(1952) from the expressions for the electrical conductivity of an absorbing medium 
given by Appleton and Chapman (1932).
When, however, ^ +2“  «  i, we have
— 1J- 1 + ^
^ ® 4(«*+/?2) ... (10a)
y*B-« =* - ... (11a)
Since a is negative, (10a) can be written as :
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1 - t iE L z j4(4«+/?*) ’
Case I I — When the electron collisional frequency v is zero
(10b)
In tliis case, we have /? =  0 arid b' 0, so that from (7) ^ ~ and hence
2
r =  0 and 6 =  0. We can therefore write |quations (1) and (2) as ;
and i'=0 =  0
(12)
(13)
The wave-polarization has been taken as i? =  r-\-is =  pe**’ , where r and s 
are defined by (5) and (6), p is the ratio o f the amplitudes of the normal and the 
abnormal components of the magnetic vector of the wave and <4 the phase-differ­
ence between them. Since for v 0, r =  0, the Appleton-Hartree ff)rraula for 
the wave-polarization can be written as i
R %s  ^ [ -
ty/. I m ± V - + 7 i “]L 2 (l+ a -fi /f)  ^  '» 4(l-fa-fiyj)*
In (14) the negative sign of the electronic charge is taken into account.
Thus from (12) and (14), we get
p V o =  i + -------------------------------------------
(14)
(12a)
This was discussed by Ratcliffo (1933).
From equations (1) and (12), it is found that the value of the refractive index 
in the absence of collisions is greater than the value in the presence of collisions. 
Case I I I — When the electron number density N is zero 
In this case a —► oo and /?-> oo
and hence oo and 6--> oo
Thus we get
Case IV — When p\  =  jp®
=  1
XV-0 =  0
(15)
(16)
In this case, we have =  0 and 6' =  l,«so that firom (7) ^ = = 0  and hence
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s =  0, y  =  p and a — a. Further a =  — 1 and yff =  -  . Hence the equations
2?
(1) and (2) are reduced to
^
A'V„2=-p2 =^2 i ' ' /  1 + P  T + F ') ]and
(17)
(18)
It is seen from (17) that the value of p^p^ir=pt does not become zero at the poin 
=  p ,^ when the collisional effects are predominant.
Case F—Longitudinal Case {i.e. when 6 — 0, y^ =  0 and yj^  =  y)
7TIn this case, we have =  0, a' =  0, ^ ^ . Hence r =  0, 6 =  /? and
R =  is. Further with the help of (14), we get s = ± 1 ,  so that a — a ± y .  The 
equations (1) and (2) can therefore be written as :
.-2 . U 'V i +
2a
o*+/^ +  ( 1 +  )] ... (19)
X%-o = ^ 1 +
2a ... (20)
In this case the values of p and x  ^re predominantly affected by the earth’s 
magnetic field.
Case VI—Transverse Case (t.e., when 6 =  90°, y i  =  0 and y^ =  y)
When d =  90°, wo have :
(a)
(b)
sy = 0 ,  ry^ =  0 
r*(i+ a)
(r + a )2 + ^  ’
Therefore we get
(a) a =  a, b =  fi
(b)
n 't _  y /^g (1+«)*+/?*
f, ^  f f -  y*(i+«).
(l+a)=>+yff* 6 =  ; f f f l+  — t ____1
Using the values of a^ _,oO and&j_9„o in equations (1) and (2) we get the expres­
sions for p\^go° AfVso® • 1“  fbe transverse case, when d — 90°, we find 
that one set o f the values of and x% -9o° > the same as **^ <1
discussed earlier in Case I,
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C a s e  V I I — Q u a 8 i 4 r a r i 4 v e r 8 e  C a s e
In the jiKwi-transveree case, >>7/;®. so that from (14), we get
■^yifidT 2(l+a+iyff) *  V 4(l+a+|B)*
Tt*
_  ___ I
2 (l+a+i/?) ^
1+
rr*
2(l+a+»y?)
[ l + 2 s - ( l ± « + W . ]  „ ,2J )
Now 1 _ ( l + a ) - i ^ - . Below the reflection level, =  p^ , (1+a)1 + a+ i^  {\+af+P'^
is negative. Hence | | is also negative in that region. Thus for the
ordinary inode, below the level, p f  — p ,^ we have from (21) ;
^yi^QT — ^7i(’‘oj’+'^gr)
r r “
2(1+*+*^)
7r
_ J V
2(l+a+i/?)
yr^
2 r£ * (l+ a + W
y r
2(1 t-a+^ A) i 2(l-l-a+iA) +  A i - 1(1+«+»/?)!
=  7z," (l+a+»/?) ... (22)
(23)
Hence from (22), we get
y^r^y =  ^ cot* d and y^a^ = —(l+ a ) ooW
Therefore we get
«Qy =  a + (l+ a )  coW  and 6^  ^ =  ;? cosec*0 ... (24)
The Appleton-Hartree formula for the square of the complex refractive index
can be written as ;
... (25)
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Hence wo get fi^-X^ =  l + a*+6*
... (26a)
and a*+6*
... (26b)
Thus when and - < <  1, we can write from equations (24) and
P
(26a)
Pot* ~  1 + a + (I - f  a) cot* 0 (since /f — 0) ... (27)
whore
(1—*) cosec* 6  
1
Similarly, the expression for Xot be written from (24) and (26b)
_  1 . P cosec*^
2/t^  ' {f+ (l+ ar^ ot*0 )*+ /?^ o8^ '^ /
x^P coscc 0
' W ( x ^
... (28)
The expressions (27) and (28) are the same as those given earlier by Whitehead 
(1952).
Case. V III— When v < < p '
In this case, we can write equation (14) for the ordinary wave as :
vc(p'+iv) , /Ve*(f>'+*v)* , ,ilC--------------------- y  ------ + 1
i.e.,
Vc I 3» (l+ a  ) J
i.e.,
and
“^« P ‘ V V®^  _  o'v
P \f 1+ a '
SJ \/ I")”®* ~ \ /o ’
... (29) 
... (30)
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Therefore we get,
(31)
and K « p ’ =  /?+ { i i -  - ^ A r i ,■0 I '!p  ^ •{ V i + « 'Jf
Hem;e the expression for /t^v«p'  ^ a^ri be Written from equation (1) as :
I I
A « p ' ~  1+  ~  1 + -------- i l l —
and from equation (2) we ha\"e : '
~  1 . i^« p ’
(32)
(33)
X>’« p '  ~  9  ^ i’« p '
/)' I -v/l-l-a'^
2[a—{-v /l+a ' ’n/ i )"'
1
(34)
The expressions for /i^v«p and Xp« p' same as those obtained earlier
by Whitehead (1956) (vide Appendix).
A P P L I C A T I O N S  OF T H E  E X P R E S S I O N S  F O R /i A N D x
(i) Computation of the dispersion and absorption curve^  ^ ;
The dispersion and absorption curves showing the variation of // and x  
function of the electron number density, for some assiuiied values oi^ * collisional 
frequency and earth’s magnetic field conditions can be easily computed for dif­
ferent wave frequencies for both ordinary and extraordinary modes of propaga­
tion by using the expressions for // and x  given in etpiations (1) and (2), The 
values of p and ^ are first computtnl by using the expressions given earlier by 
Murty and Khastgir (1959, 1960a). Then the values of r and s. corresponding 
to either ordinary or extraordinary mode are evaluated using equations (5) and 
(6). From equation (3) and (4) we can then get tlie values of or b^ . which
can be used in equations (1) and (2) to get the value of Xq Xx-
(ii) Evaluation of the group-refractive index of the ionospheric medium 
The group refractive index p' can be written as,
... (35)
Equation ,(35) can also be written a s :
^  (p Y )  _ , . ... (36)
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dUsing the general expression for given in equation (1), the expression for
can be obtained. Hence by using equation (36), the general expression 
for the group refractive index /i' can be deduced. The general expression for 
/e' has already been obtained by Murty and Khastgir (1960c, 1961).
(iii) Effect of earth's magnetic field on the refractive index and the absorption index 
of the ionosphere :
As the negative sign of the electronic charge has already been taken into 
account, should be taken as positive. Considering now the negative sign of a, 
we get from (3), (4), (5) and (6)
f/2+62 =r a2+/?2_j^ py^ |^ 2(a sin cos ^)+pyj^] ... (37)
We shall now discuss the cases of the ordinary and the extraor<linary modes 
of propagation separately.
Ordinary Mode
Let us consider the ordinary mode in the northern hemisphere below the 
ionospheric reflection level, — p ‘^ . We then have p <  \ and ^ is in the first
quadrant j^ O <  j  ^ so that sin 0 and cos0 (also s and r) are positive.
Accordingly for the ordinary mode, under the conditions, we get from (37)
+  V  >
We have p u t: a =  a— Here a is negative and s positive so that a =  
— 1 I —- 1 sjj  ^I. Hence a is negative and the approximate value of the refractive 
index would be given by (lb). Taking a 100 m-wavo at the reflection leave =  
p^ , the scalar magnitude of a is unity and is very much greater than pjj^ or 
Comparing now (lb) with (10b), it is found that for the ordinary mode under the 
specified conditions, the effect of the earth’s magnetic field would be to increase 
the refractive index. From (2a) and (11a) it is evident that the effect of the
earth’s magnetic field would be to decrease the absorption index for the ordi­
nary mode.
Extraordinary mode
In the northern hemisphere for the extraordinary mode, below the ionospheric
reflection level, p >  I and ^ is in the fourth quadrant <  ^ <  27T J * so tha:^
sin ^ and s are negative and cos (f> and r positive. Accordingly for the extra­
ordinary mode under the conditions we get from (37) :
V  =  J2(a sin cos <f>)-pyj ]^ ... (38)
T ^ s  V + V  <  provided <  2(« sin^S-A oo8?5). We have put
a =  Here a and a are negative, so that a =  1 ayj, [ -  | a |, When j ay  ^| <  1 «|,
a 18 negative and the refractive index would then be given by (lb). Taking a
♦Ft* Table I of the paper by Murty & Kastgir (1900b).
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100 m-w&VG at tho reflection level, p*, as before, and comparing (lb) with 
(10b), it is found that for the extraordinary mode under the conditions, the effect of 
the earth’s magnetic field would be to d e cre ^  the refractive index, since V  
<  a®+/?® for pyj; <  2{a sin^—^ cos^). IT|om (2a) and (11a) it is evident that 
the effect of the earth’s magnetic field wou^ be to increase the absorption index 
for the extraordinary mode. ^
(iv) Conditions of rejlecMon from the ionosj^ere in the absence of the earth's mag­
netic field : I
, the expres8io|l for given in (10 ) can beSince fi 
written a s :
pv av
2 1/< H-0 =  r, V l+ 2 a
r
+ \  1+ cc
_  « • ( ' + ? )  L -
(39)
VThe condition of reflection o f a wave of frequency ^  from the ionosphere, 
where the elctttron collisional frequency is v, is then obtained by differentiating 
(39) witli respect to a and equating it to zero. It is easy to find that
would be minimum, when ^  =  2. When v — 0, the value of is zero at 
= 1 .  This has been discussed by Ratcliffe (1959).
C O N C L U S IO N
From an analysis of the expressions for the refractive index and absorption 
index, obtained for the different special cases, it is concluded that: :
(i) The effect of earth’s magnetic field on the propagation of radio-ivaves 
in the ionosphere is not only to cause bi-refringence but also to change tho values 
of the refractive index and the absorption index of the ionospheric medium.
(ii) The value of refractive index does not become zero at the point p^-
=  1, when the collisional effects are taken into accounts
(iii) The value of refractive index (jusi^ q) is minimum at == 2, when
P 2
the collisional effects are taken into aocoimt and is zero a t ^ =  1 , when
V =  0.
(iv) In the longitudinal case, both the values of refractive index and the 
absorption index are predominantly affected by the earth’s magnetic field.
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(v) In the transverse case, one sot of values of /^ «^^ ()° and;\; «^90'» are, the 
same as those of fiE o^ A'fl-o*
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APPENDIX
Whitehead (1956) obtained the following expressions for and Xv«v*
X
P v«.V^
— ------,
iV  1C +  OiVl)
X
^+Q^YL
(40)
(41)
where v ' l + « ' - ■ / « '
a:
Q. \/l ~\~<i
=  Z ^ B X
Pl
Pt
Equation (40) can be rewritten as
/ * * . « , . = 1 +
This is the same as given in equation (33). Equation (41) can be rewritten as
Xp« p‘' — i
> +
p  1
■s/a'
y/ l+ a ‘
L ! « - ( V n - ' - v < i w V
This is the same as shown in equation (34).
